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Abstract

A low-cost, low-noise, high-sensitivity hydro-
phone has been developed for possible application
in an expendable, air-deployable, passive sonar
array system. An acoustic element consisting of
two Type III ceramic radially poled cylinders was
combined with a low-noise, high-gain preamplifier

J to produce a hydrophone with a sensitivity of -149
dB re 1 V/pPa, operating frequency range of 10 Uz
to 3 kHz, and depth capability of 4550 m. In ad-
dition to a description of the hydrophone and its
oarating specifications, a discussion of design
critcria and prototype selection is included.

Problem Status

This is a final report on one part of the problem.

Probl em Authorization

NPL Problem S02-36.402
NOL PO 3-00'25*

Manuscript submitted 2 July 1973.

SThe prime source of funds for the work reported

on here is the Naval Air Systoms Command under
Task No. A370-5330/292C/2W21400000. %
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EXPENDABLE HYDROPHONE FOR .ONOBUOY APPLICATION

Intro'Iuction

The objective of the work reported here has been to develop a hydro-
phone to satisfy guide specifications provided by the Naval Ordnance
Laboratory (NOL) for a hydrophone that can be used in ani expendable,
air-droppable, passive sonar array system. The result is a hydrophone
that has the advantages of low cost, low self noise, and high sensitivity.

The guide specifications provided by NOL are.
Sensitivity: -149 dB re 1 V/.p~a

Bandwidth: 10 Hz to 3 k~iz

Directionality: Omnnidirectional. to within I dBi over a band-
width of 10 Hz to 2 kHz

Operating depth: M~aximnum of 4550 mn, which is equivalent to
46 1~a (6670 psi)

Vibration sensitivity: Less than 10 dBi re I NV/g
Reproducibility: Unit-to-unit variation shal be less than

that required to pass a -40 da null balance
test over the reduced bandwidth of 10 Hz to
1 kHz ind a -30 dli null balance test over
the remiaining band of 1 klL to 3 klz

Phase matching: Units shall track within :00 of each other
ove)r the full bandwidth 10 Nz to 3 kflz

self noise% Noise power spectral densihy referred to~i ':input acountic power shall be 10 dli below
~v.sea state zero noise at all frequencias

Output d-C offset6 Loe than 5 V to ground

output i~pdmice: Typically 50 Ql
size: m ~axim= 2.54 om diameter by 7.6 c~long

Uass:250 g or lass
Operating temperature: 0 to 300C

The orde, itA wh:b4: t~:e its apiar in this spet.ification should not be
constxned as wi indication of relative ijortance. Thare axe,, in addi-~
tion, ohrrequirsemnts that are not emplicitly stated, but, nvarth,*1oujs



are important. These requirements include such characteristics as long
shelf life, operational lifetime of at least 72 hours, and sufficient
ruggedness to withstand field use and air deployment.

Succ'~eding sections of the report will discuss how the guide speci-
fications can be met, discuss which guide specifications cannot be met
sim~ultaneously because of inherent incompatibilities and describe
several hydrophone models, describe the construction of the model that
most nearly satisfies all the guide specifications, and, finally, de-
scribe an area for' possible further development.

Design Considerations
The hydrophone actually consists of two well-defined coreponents--the

4~.acoustic element and the preamplifier. Among the decisions to be ntade
for the acoustic element are choices of material, configuration, dimen-
sions, and polarization. For the preamplifier, selections include elec-
trical components, layout, gain, and self noise. The choices can be
made only after a thorough analysis of the guide specifications thtet have
been listed. This analysis is presented in the following paragraphs where
the various items are considered in the order in which a logical design
concept proceeded by process of elimination rather than by relative
importance of the various aspects. l.'Oqt was considered a prime factor
throughout because this hydrophone derives its usefulness by being inex-
pensive and expendable.

size

Size is consideved first because it determines the coffigurAtioo and
dimensions arid, to a large extent, the sensitivity of the acoistL ale-
ment. The diazeter dimension is considered critical and niust nt~O. exceed
2.54 cm. The waximum length called for is 7.6 am howasvor, this r~quire-
ment can be relaxed by as much as a factor of two, if necoosary.

* ~ $eSI nat vilty

The required over-all sensitivity, -149 dB re I. V/iiPa, can he
achieved by a combination of preamplifier gain and piozooectric ceranlie
sensitivity. The desigii philosophy in this case is that given a pro-
(umplifter, the gain should be maximized with respect to the output ael7
noise, thereby reducing the sensitivity required of the ceramic element.

* Typicallyt a gain of about 40 dO can be obtaino-d from a lowt-coat preo"-
plifier while vL-ill maintaining a relatively low output noise. Thus, a

ceraic e~-imt sensitivity of about -.189 dU re 1 V/pPa would be required.

A choice exists as to the size, shape, and tiaterial of the acoustc,,
*elemirt. Table I caummarizas the sensitivity and capacitance for various

feasible acoustic element configurations. The designations of Typie 1,
11, and Ill refer to coraenic iateritls as doscribed in MIL-TD-1376(811PS)

* tli. The dimensions used in Table X were derived by choosing the Maxi-
oum element diwension ao that when the alouient was covered by a protec-
tive barrier, the 2.54-cmi size limitation would not We excedod. The
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other dimensions such as length, inside diameter, and thickness then
were chosen for optimum sensitivity and capacitance while reasonable
pressure-resistant qualities were maintained. The calculations for sen-
sitivity and --apacitance are shown in Appendix A.

Capped striped cylinders and lead metaniobate disks would appear to
be the only single elements with sufficient sensitivity; however, single
elements of lower sensitivity can be wired electrically in series for
greater sensitivity but with a decrease in capacitance. For example,

9 :, V two elements in series result in a sensitivitt gain of 6 dB and 50% lower
capacitance; three in series nive a gain of 9.5 dB and a 67% lower capac-
itance. Therefore, a stack of radially pcdaried capped cylinders of
T pe I, I, or III ceramic wired in series could be used with a resultingsensitivity of about -19 dB re I V/uPa. The same Is true for ceramic
spheres, except that three or four in series conflict with the size limi-

tation and are not as u-onomical as capped cylinders.

It appears, then, that lead metaniobate disks and Types X, I, and
Ill ferroelectric ceramic capped cylinders, either radially or circum-
ferentially polarized, would satisfy size and sensitivity requirnements
for the acoustic elemnnt.

Operating Depth

The tmximum e-cted oporating depth of 4550 M (15,000 ft) in Sea
W 16670 p9s)Q it wouald Wt pUeforreu t't O tiue

hydrophlene be isensiti"V:.- to changs it hydostatic pressre; howevx,
the ,, ge.hydhostatio prongaue at depth Call cixuS the sn itiity of the
aco-Aut"tic eleywl.t to Ownth and it llrally will crush anl iprotec t I
prc :: at. p~i~tle otis rcaj oz tho fpi st b protect k-by a
igi Theue vctst or encit-ld tin a aiidp e.pxy. ta cSt nsiderak
tits s-uggest the epoxy eacapsulatioti.

'The acot)Mic clatment cottfigurationa lIistod in Table I havo Ntstf icx~lAt
Physical Th rfc f uosgnl hLh
hjydTrostatic Ja.SsX, £ to ai o tho. eletnlent, thietrby pxduoan A

710.

lOSS 'Of tf pie_-oeloe1tric, Charateriotics end its senslitivity.

Thoecai~cultioos for tho -tzcsses iiratt Xd~ thAe 'woutic k) 1a-
Ont ,y Lh hydroatatic Pressrnd
lart io. a indiate d have boenitP r 'Mwd for acouNt-ic et' t] tat bav
baten cotaideircd to be poss ibili ties fat hvdrophrtQ develojrwmtnr. Tho
values of the 6th reqo nents af co!peSsivo str Oncout r c"da by cap-
p"d cylindoro undor - hydrootatic presuro of 4f3 t4Pa art jiven in Ibi1

II.these valdues %torc coas4Xflod with the maxx= im allowablo ntri-ses i
Table S-1, atd thus the range of acoustic el1 4t possibilities w14s fur-

C-' ther teduced ase shiown in Table IM

Tho fre.il vota e snsitivity of a pie;o eotric 91eaen is

itdejondont o-E frequency at fiequencies far blb te patinyrenae



Table HI. maximum compressive stresses (in mega-
pascals) contributing to depolarization of a capped
cylinder (b =11.1 mm and P =46 M a).

Polari- aa

zation. Stress 6.35 num 7. 9 mmi 9.5 mm

Radial T1; T46 46

& b

T 190 360

'C
T95 180

b
Circunr T11; Tq 137 190
f ereatial

'Vj Th 416 46

T. 68 95

T i M£t N wimtuxo at r a and miniziitii ,,It 1, i

Width., 10 ti- to 3 knzt ~an 1-i- ontiwOied. Ahlo -prt-aty, rg Okinc o
pz-oawntod Jli. ?tblo IV for the eohtfiu3:tio43tmn w cPtderaifi ic
441 thw v-41iace rewl ablo t014 C a~~badit 10 atC 0

WI) 11o p"c4deaot 1 -a~t~ i prt~ elU1 NI Afletr'fltA)X -t a
- .tioo4 and,~r~ipit ce 4-er- t charalctovitiL are -,,n4 for the valevfla-

tioa Of. the prit' Ary fcof~ resqueno-iie in Aptpond ix ;

A disk Or cappOtA ary ndr Of the irin povvJ1ydiante will
openra ta in a. volume- expatnder tudae andV- 4-t &per I iiv~t~b f theo
-Aaimu ekrwin& dirensono is tti1euh lenm thAn the 1wavolenqth. 0 stn An
tle M"e1izm at tl'o workig f requency.- At 5 kfl., the wave latvth i ft wator
at 4-C is appn,daty 4T w) h axrtmdi~n of thqte disk or
cavt'cd cNde uneceidrto it, 01w cxrcu~forence, Which iva
about 70 ro.thws these ele-met O~Set~in ro expete4d to be oni-
dL' ctionA2 w'it,;n thve froquency rant-, from 10 lt to 3klt .
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Table IV. Approximate primary longitudinal and radial
resonances for selected acoustic elements, 22.2 mm O.D.

Long. Rad.
res. res.

I.D. Length freqo freq.

Ceramic Configuration (rmm) (mm) (k.Tlz) (kiL-)

Type ITI Cylinder,
radially poled 15.9 6,35 273 58

Cylinder, 15.9 63.5 27 71

circumf. poled 12.7 63.5 27 78

Lead meta- Disk, axially 10.0 154 79
niobate poled 12.7 121

Cylinder,
circumf. poled 15.9 63.5 21 51

12.7 63.5 21 56

Cost

The total cost of the hydrophone comes primarily from the acoustic
element, preamplifier, and labor, and secondarily from epoxy, cylinder
end caps, cables, and other miscellanea. Most of these costs are essen-
tially fixed for a given preamplifier and assembly procedure. The major

deuision lies in the choice of acoustic element. Table V is a cost
comparison of appropriate ceramic elements. It is based on vendor quo-
tations & ,d prices of similar items recently purchased. The prices are
also based on quantities of ten thousand.

It is i=mediately obvious that lead metaniobate circumferentially
polarized cylinders are too expensive for this application. The Type
III circumferentially polarized cylinders are much cheaper but are still
more expensive than the disks. There would also be extra labor costs
for the cylinders because of the necessity to wire the individual striped
segments in proper sequence. Thus, they are eliminated because of high
cost. Type III radially poled cylinders a;"e individually the cheapest,
but, because of their lower sensitivity, several mlist be used in series
for each hydrophone. If three are wired in series, their total sensi-
tivity would be about equal to that of the lead metaniobate disks. The
material cost would be a little more than one half that of the lead mete-
niobate disks; however, there would be extra labor costs from bonding
and wiring the elements together, which could make the radially poled
cylinders and the lead metaniobate disks comparable in cost.

Self Noise

Self noise is a product of the preamplifier only. Most of the self
noise originates at the input stage. The acoustic element does not
actively contribute to the self noise but does affect it by the amount of

Low"21



Table V. Comparisont of unit cost of selected ceramic elements
purchased in lots if 10,000.

Capped cylinders, Striped capped
radially poled, cylinders, cir-

Di ks, axially 22.2 mm O.D., cumf. poled,
poled, 22.2 mm 15.9 mm I.D., 22.2 mm O.D.,
diameter 6.35 mm long 63.5 a long

Thick-
ness Unit I.D. Unit

Ceramic (mm) cost Unit cost (mm) cost

Te III $1.75 15.9 $11.25
12.7 13.50

Lead meta- 10.0 $8.00 15.9 75.00
niobate 12.7 $10.00 12.7 90.00

impedance loading on the input. In general, the higher the input load
capacitance, the quieter the preamplifier. This implies that the radially
polarized cylinder with its higher capacitance (see Table I) would result
in quieter operation than would the disk.

Although the actual self noise is of electronic origin, it often is
related to an equivalent acoustic noise pressure level. It is assumed
for the purpose of definition of this relation that the preamplifier is
noise free and the hydrophone detects a certain specified level of acous-
tic pressure. In this way, a more realistic lower limit on sensitivity
to true signal can be established.

The conversion between sea state noise and preamplifier noise is
discussed in more detail in Appendix D. When converted, the noise
specification calls for an output noise voltage of less than -69 dB re
1 V. If the preamplifier gain is about 40 dB, then the critical input
stage must have components with a combined noise level below -109 dB re
1 V.

Reproducibili ty

A 40-dB null balance is equivalent to a 2% variation between hydro- d
phones and a 30-dB null balance is equivalent to a 6% variation. Appen-
dix E gives the proof of equivalence. Such variation -an arise in the
ceramic element or in the preamplifier. Careful design and construction
of the preamplifier can make the ceramic element the dominant factor.
The sensitivity of a ceramic element is due largely to the piezoelectric
constants g31 and g33 and, to a lesser extent, to the dielectric con- N
stant £33, as seen in Appendix A. Hence, any variability in the sensi-
tivity can be traced to those constants. Unfortunately, the manufac-
ture of cerantics entails slightly different compositions and production

8 j



A

techniques such that the characteristics of ceramics differ not only
from one manufacturer to another but also from one batch to another by
the same manufacturer [2]. Ceramic characteristics change with age as
well and at different rateQ for different manufacturers.

It is not unrealistic to expect the sensitivity of ceramic elements
to vary by 15% over a long period of production by several manufa turers

F[2].

The reproducibility specification can be met in several ways. One
is to obtain all elements from one manufacturer's single batch. Of
course, this may not be possible for very large quantities, but fewer
individual batches should result in a smaller variation. Individual
variabilities could be compensated by preamplifier gain adjustment or
capacitor "shading" of the element. Aged ceramic elements also could
be used to alleviate the problem.

Phase Matching

In the frequency range from 10 Hz to 3 kHz, the sound wavelength is
much larger than the element, therefore, a disk or capped cylinder
should respond to a sound wave of this length with no phase shift. Some
phase difference may exist among preamplifiers, but, with proper design
and component tolerance, the difference should be less than the ±30
required in this frequency range.

Vibration Sensitivity

Vibration of the hydrophone while deployed in the ocean would come
from wave motion, suspension cable strumming by currents, antenna strum-
ming by wind, and other unknown factors. A hydrophone can be made less
sensitive to vibration by making it more massive (by Newton's second law,
a given force will produce less acceleration). Mass and size limita-
tions, however, eliminate this solution. Hydrophones can be made
insensitive to vibration also by arranging an even number of acoustic
elements symmetrically about the center of gravity. In this way, the
effects of acceleration upon elements on one side of the center of
gravity will be canceled by opposite effects of acceleration upon cle-
ments on the other side. The disadvantage of this approach is greater
cost and size.

The most satisfactory solution, in view of the other specifications,
is to decouple the hydrophone array from the cable suspension system,
thereby decreasing the amount of vibration to which the hydrophone
would be subjected.

Output Impedance and d-c Offset

A low output impedance is typical of preamplifiers and should present
no problem. The output d-c offset voltage can be held to practically
zero by a blocking capacitor on the preamplifier output.

9



* mass

A small mast is compatib-e with the small size and cost and should
be no problem.

Operatirg Temperature

The hydrophone will experience temperatures from 0 to 300C near the
ocean surface, depending upon the location of operation. At any appre-
ciable depth, the operating temperature will be near 4 C. These tem-
peratures will produce no appreciable effect on the ceramic element or

&i the preamplifier.

Siz~ary of Design Criteria

The design considerations discussed above have been directed mstly
toward the ceramic sensor element because this is where the alternatives
exist. Once an element configuration is found feasible, a suitable pre-
amplifier can be obtained by modifying a basic design to suit the
requirements, The many possible acoustic element configurations have
been limited by the various guide specifications. Table VI summarizes
the elimination process. Lead metaniobate disks and the Type III
ra 4ally poled capped cylinders appear to be worthy of application in
this hydrophone development.
Hydrophone Prototypes

Several hydrophone models were designed, constructed, and tested.
The characteristics of the most promising ones will be discussed here.
The preamplifier was designed for compatibility with all of the acoustic
element configurations and will be described separately, because the one
basic design was used with all acoustic elements.

Table VI. Summary of design criteria applied to ceramic elements.

1. .Disks, axially Capped cylinders Spheres,

poled radially poled
radially poled circumf. poled

diam. xthick.
(MM) ODxIDxlength

Ceramic (mm)

Type If
Insufficient Pressure sensitive

Type : {sensitivity Insufficient

Type III 22.2x15.9x6.35 Highsensitivity

#nsfficent co st

L Lead meta- 22.2x0.0 Insufficient

niobate 22.2x2.7 sensitivity

p 10
iL,-. ... - ,I.-
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Fig. 1. Schematic of hydrophone preamplifia_ ..

Preamplifier

A line schematic of the preamplifier is shown in Fig. 1. It is
basically a straightforward design incoporating a low-noise field effect
transistor (FET) input, two stages of amplification, and a b~lanced low-
impedance output. The preamplifier is approximately 57 mm long by 16 mm
wide by 12 mm thick with components mounted on both sides of the circuit
board to conserve space. The circuit is potted in Eccobond 51 epoxy for
protection from hydrostatic pressure.

Two factors related to hydrophone application that affect the choice
of input impedance are charge dissipation and low-frequency roll-off of
senisitivity. Charge is generated by the piezoelectric effect in the
acuustic element when the pressure increases as the hydrophone sinks to
operating depth, and also by the pyroelectric effect as the temperature
of the hydrophone changes to that of the surrounding water. The result-
ing voltage can rise to very appreciable levels and saturate the PET,
thereby preventing it from functioning and can, in fact, permanently
damage it. There are several ways to dissipate the charge as it is gene-
rated. The resistive path to ground is used here. From the standpoint
of charge dissipation alone, it would be desirable that thie resistive
shunt be of low value; however, the sensitivity of the acoustic element
to underwater sound is adversely affected by a low-resistance shunt
because the signal also is shunted. The input impedance of the preampli-
fier must be much larger than the low-frequency impedance of the acoustic
element to avoid a low-frequency sensitivity roll-off. Calculations of
the charge build-up are given in the first part of Appendix F. The
effect of the impedance on the sensitivity is shown in the second part
of Appendix F.

The shunt resistor satisfies both the above considerations if a value,
of 5000 M is used with the lead metaniobate acoustic element and 900 Ma
with the Type III cylinder series element.

"11
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Fig. 2. First-stage preamplifier
gain as a function of feedback
resistor R1 value.
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The VEY and a 2N3906 transistor provide the first stage of amplifi-
cation with a gain of approximately 20 to 25 dB. The value of the pre-
cisin reaist0r fR1 is set to give the oroper over-all gain as required
by the acoustic "Uement. A graph of tl.- gain of the first stage as a
function of the resistance is given in Fig. 2. The second stage of
amplificati(niis derived from a 2N3904 transistor and a bootstrap between
the output and second stage input. A precision resistor of 40.2 ki in
the bootstz-ap produces a second stage gain of 20 dB.

.The output is balanced and provided with a d-c blocking capacitor and
i00-S line resis*tor. The blocking capacitor satisfies the specification
of less than 5 V output d-c offset. The output impedance of 100 0 is
necessary to ,Tevent self oscillation.

A three-donducior cable serves for preamplifier power, common ground,
and signal. X. it is ,not considered good practice in low-noise hydrophones
to use a doaxial cable where both B+ voltage and a-c signal are on a com-
mon conductor.

The noise appearing at the output terminals of the preamplifier is
primarily tha sum of the shunt resistor thermal noise and the PET self
noise multiplied by the preamplifier gain. The PET chosen is a Slliconex
2N3687, which has a satisfactory self noise and cost figure. The calcu-
lations n volved in selecting a PET with sufficiently low self noise are
presen..sd in the third part of Appendix F.

The total rms noise voltage spectral density for the preamplifier is
shown in Fig. 3. The data are based on noise measurements made on three
individual preamplifiers with the appropriate capacitive and resistive
loads and gains to simulate the desired acoustic elements. Internal
variances of the different preamplifiers produced somewhat different

u under identical conditionsl therefore, the noise voltage spectral
density is represented by bands rather than by lines in Fig. 3. A com-
parison is made also to the maximum noise permitted by the guide speci-
fication. The specification is exceeded by the preamplifier for the
lead metanidbute acoustic element at frequencies below 40 Hz.

12
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Fig. 3. Hydxophone rms noise voltage spectral density.

The dynamic range of the preamplifier is limited at the lower levelA
by the sum of the self noise and the sea state acoustic noise. The upper
level is limited by the inability of the preamplifier to pass a suf fi-
ciently undistorted signal. This upper limit has been determined by meas-
uring the amplitude of the input sine wave that causes a ., distortion
in the output wave form. The rms value of the input sigjnal was -:35*1 dB

? re 1 V at all frequencies from 10 Hz to 3 kcHz for the three preamplifiers.
For an acoustic element sensitivity of -191 dB re 1 V/I'Pa, this value
wou.d correspond to a sound-pressure level of approximately 156 dB re
1 uPa. The preamplifier will continue to operate at input levels as high
as -20 dB re 1 V, but with considerable distortion and deviations in gain
and phase caused ; y saturation. within the dynamic range of the pream-
plifier, the gain is conritant to within M0. dB3.

* 10

Iryttoou is, t f Fig. 4. Average phase shift
of preamplifier.

IO110040

A phase shift dr.es occur between the input signal aid preamlifier
output, but the shift appears to be a design constant. The average7
input-output phase shift of any individual preamlifier and the average
phase difference between the outputs of any two preamplifiers are given

in Pig. 4. The spocificaticia of gain and phase matching are met.

13



#Fig. 5. Preamplifier sensitivity
ato vibration in lateral and

60 axial directions.
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The sensitivity of the preamplifier to vibration was measured in the
axial and lateral directions. As expected, the vibration sensitivity
is quite low in comparison with that of the acoustic elements. The re-
sults are shown in Fig. 5.

A list of preamplifier components end costs is given in Table VII.
The estimated costs are based on quantities of ten thousand. Labor costs
for constructing the preamplifiers can be reduced considerably by pro-
duction line techniques to about equal that of the components.

Ceramic Acoustic Element Type IXI

The Type III ceramic, radially poled, capped cylinder, discussed pre-
viously, is useful in this applL'cation only if several are wired in
series for greater sensitivity. A twin stack (two cylinders in series)
and a triple stack (three cylinders in seri-s) are illustrated in Fig. 6.
The dimensions of the cylinders are 22.2 mm O.D. by 15.9 mm X.D, by 6.35
mm long. The end caps of alumina (AlSiMag 771 by American Lava Corp.)
axe 22.2 mm in diameter by 4 mm thick.

The calculated sensitivity of one cylinder has be, given in Table X
as -109 do re 1 V/pPa. Two cylinders in series should produce a sensi-
tivity of -193 dol re I V/Pa and three in series, a sensitivity of -189.5
dB re 1 V/PPa. Actual measurements indicate sensitivities of -193.1 dB
re I V/pPa for the twin stack and -189.8 do re I V/pPa for the triple
stack. The sensitivity is independent of freqtency between 10 Hz and
3 kHz except for the expected low-frequency roll-off caused by the RC
combination of the preamplifier shunt resistor and the ceramic cylinder
capacitance. The extent of this roll-off at 10 Hz is 0.3 do for the twin

j Fig. 6. Twin and triple stacks
. of Type II ceramic, radially

11 L poled, capped cylinders.

14



Table VII. Preamplifier parts and cost list.

Nuin- Unit Total
Compopent ber cost cost

Resistors, precision:

R (900 W4 or 5000 M, depend-
ing on acoustic element) 1 $1.75 $1.75

RI (exact value depends on gain) 1 .15 .15
196 9 1 .15 .15
1960 Q 1 .15 .15
40.2 kP3 1 .15 .15

Resistors, nonprecision:-

50 Q 3 .03 .09
100 9 1 .03 .03
1 4~ 1 .03 .03
2.7 k~j 1 .03 .03
4.3 kQ 1 .03 .03
13 UP. 1 .03 .03
17.8 k-9 1 .03 .03
27 Jki 3 .03 .09
62 U~ .03 .03

capacitors.

6.8 pp 4 .22 .08
30 miF 2. .24 .24
56 WF 1 .24 .24
330 'PF 1 .09 .09
680 PF .09 .09

Transistors:

2N3607 1. 1.00 1.00
2N3904 2 .28 .56
2N3906 2 .29 .58

IN4001 1 .5 .15
sensitized P..bad1 .40 .40

Total estitnatod cost $6.97



stack, which has a measured capacitance of 560 pF, a? 0.4 dB for the
triple stack with 400 pF, when the shunt resistor is 900 MQ.

The sensitivity decreases approximately linearly with increasing
hydrostatic pressure by 1 dB between atmospheric pressure and 46 MPa.
The cylinder sensitivity is omnidirectional within 0.5 dB at all pres-
sures throughout the frequency range from 10 Hz to 3 kHz.

The measured sensitivities of supposedly identical cylinder stacks
were all within 0.2 dB of each other at atmospheric pressure when made
from ceramic elements of the same batch. As shown in Appendix E, this
reproducibility is equivalent to a -40 dB null balance. At a hydrostatic
pressure of 46 MPa, the variation between stacks increased to 0.4 dB,
which is equivalent to a -33 dB null balance. This change with pressure
probably is due to differences in epoxy bonds between cylinders and end
caps and is largely unavoidable. Greater differences in sensitivities
existed when stacks were made of cylinders from different manufacturers.
Differences of 1 dB in sensitivity between stacks were not uncommon.
This difference corresponds to a -25 dB null balance.

When the stacks were subjected to an acoustic signal between 10 Hz
and 3 kHz, the electrical output tracked within 10 of each other.

The vibration sensitivities of the twin stack and triple stick are
shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. For the complete hydrophone to
meet the specification of less than +10 dB re 1 V/9, the vibration sen-
sitivity of the acoustic element must be less than the specification by
at least the prenplifior gain. Thus, vibration sensitivity levels of
about -34 dB re 1 V/g for the twin srack and about -31 dB re 1 V/cj for
the triple stack are critical. Both stacks exceed these levels at about
100 to 200 Iz.

b..

Fig. 7. Vibration sensitivity of a twin stack
of '1'yp UI ceramic Cylindors.
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Fig. 8. vibration sensitivity of a triple stack
of Type III ceranic cylinders.

In quantities of ten thousand, a cylinder costs $1.75 and an alumina
end cap costs $0.045. Therefore, the material cost of a twin stack
should be about $3.60 and a triple stack about $5.35. These material
costs are based on maufacturer's quotations [3,4]. The extent of the
labor involved is to solder leads to the proper eleatrodes and to comelt
the cylinders and end caps together. An estimate of a reasonable pro-
duction line labor charge is $0.75 fr the twin stavk and $1.00 for the
triple stack, This brings the total cost of a twin stack to pproxd-
mately $4.35 and a triple stack to approxiately $6.35.

Lead kotaniobAte Acoustic Sleinont
The axially polarized lead wetaniobate dik is a simpler soatsor e e-"

-ont than the capped cylnder in that connections need be made only to

the electrodes to have a working sound detector The theoretical sonsi-
tivity of a 12.7-mm thick disk is equal to that of a triple-cylisider

stack. The primary disadvanltage of lead wtaniobate is its low dielec-
trio constant. The disk cpcita nce iS so low that quite often lcakage
capacitance is large enough to cauSe an appreiablo loss i sesitivity.
The calculated snsitivities and capacitance of a 12.7-s and a 10-m-
thick disk Are given i i Table 1. The measured values are -193 dS ni"
I V/WuPa and 1W r for the 12.--thick disk and -193.5 dB re i V/pPa
and 120 pF far te lO-ru-thick disk. The discrepancy between CalCUILte-
and measured soesitivities is in good correlation with the differnces in
calculated and measured c acitances.

The sensitivity is omidirectional. There was a gradual increa se in
Sensitivity to te extent of 0.3 dt per decade of frequency between 10 .z
and 3 k*z in additioni to the expected low-frequency roll-off. A 5000-Pt-
bleed resistor WJd used in thv preAmplifier input for the reasons dis-
cussed in Appendix F. The R lo-requeacy wll-of at 10 Uz was 0.3 48 7

17 1
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-Fig. 9. vibration
sensitivity of a lead
metaniobate disk..CF

100 10A

for the 12.7-is-thick disk and 0.2 dB for the 10-nt-thick disk, The sen-
sitivity decreases approximately linearly with increasing hydrostatic
pressure by 0.7 do between atmospheric and 46 SWa.

The reproduibility of sensitivity for lead Detaiobate disks is ad-
versely affected by the inability to maintain tray capacitance within
acceptable limits. As little as 10 pP stray capacitance is typical and
a ounts to 10% of the disk capacitarive, which changes the meas red aen-
sitivity by about I do. Thus the unit-to-unit variation cou.4 pass only
a -25 dS null balanoe tast.

The vibratio:. oensitivity of a 12 .7'-thick lead letsiiobato disk is
.ho n in Fig. 9. A vibration s-uitivity lovel of '34 dD re I V/q. ia
critical for the disk, if the complete hydrohone is to et the ywido
sicification. Tie disk esceeds thi_ level betwoen 200 ,v 30W 0 f r
vibration in the aUiAl dir ectioun. Sensitivity to vibration in the
lateral dh'eC-tivn is quite, low at all frequoncies. The size of the disk
it such that tho disk could be oriento-W ithout vioiation of the ovor all
size limitation so that the doadhtant vibration prowast vould be! in the

Load potaniobate ditzks4 10 *m ad 12. 7 in thickness, Cost $9.00
and $10.00, reslecti'vely, itn quantities Of ten thoueind [Sd. Labor is
not a fActor because the proamplifier i#pt. leads need Do.2 b soldrdd
to the disk el"tv 3..d.

Su ry
CharacteriticS of the thr#e hkt'phon. odels are cn)aroLd in Table
VIII Non of thetr~d meet All of the "pCificaticIMs. althUgh thie

model containing the Type III twin stack acouwtic eWgent Wat nearly
does so. The primary 3bortcosing is in the sensitivity to vibration.
a hydrophme could be built to meet the vibration specification, but the
resulting site and cost would be much greater. The total hydrotone
cst given in Table VIII is somewhat relativJ because of the eotiwate of
labor costs that are associated primarily with the preamplifier. The
broad-baAd self ois. of the hydrophone between 10 liz and 3 UjtL is less

18
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•  Table VIII. Comparison of hydrophone models.

Type III ceramic Lead meta-

niobate
Twin Triple disk Specifi-

Characteristic stack stack (12.7 mm) cation/A
Element sens. (re I V/uPa) -193.1 dB -189.8 dB -193 d

Reproducibility, null--
balance test-

at atmospheric pressure -40.0 dB -40.0 da -25 dS -40 dS
at 46 UPa -33.0 dB -33.0 dB -25 d3 -40 dB

Change in sens. with pres-
sure, 0-46 tPa 1.0 ds 1. 0 dS 0.7 d B

Preamplifier qain required to
meet specification +44.1 do +40,8 dD +44 dl

-* Hydrophone meets bandwidth
" reqpirrwcnt? yes yeS yes 10-3000 sLU

om: c.nidirection to within 0.5 do 0.5 do 0,5 dB I d:
Vibration swnt, Mzzidum

... tre t V/g}b.

axial nnoe +1440 ig *+10 tAl +18 a S +10 d
lateral mode +-22.0 dui +1010 Ub -4 dli +10 d 4

£'ha'e watchadi to ±2%.3

Lurtndbaind salei notit (ce 1)
h:ot.10 1( avd 3 ... 77.Q48 -U1.0 -70 d -090

K -'>tpdt iS-c ofet 0.225 V, 0225 V 0, Z25 V ,:S V

O)utpt tqedaC* ISO st 1.50 w 1W. U" *$0 -,dixv .z~ .5 UM..

dimtor 2.4' .- )c .4 amt L5S4 c

ie. ... .

I-ngth . 40 4.M 9.00 ct 7,60 D 7.CM "
LO~~g h~g 90q 'Sc

flydwop1he coat*
acoustic e1#net 4.5 $6.IS $10.00

C.itwolaiflens "ttrals - .2S ,2i
labn (eoti~ated) 7,Qno I.o 7.00
total $tr.60 $20.60 $24.20 .ino.i I

*Typical.
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for all three models than the 7oecification; however, this is because
the narrow-band noise is considerably below specification above 100 Hz.
Actually, the narrow-band noise for the lead-metaniobate hydrophone is
well above specification at frequencies below 50 Hz.

Hydrophone Construction

Mass production practices probably will differ considerably from the
laboratory techniques on which the following discussion is based, but
at least a basis that has pre.aced wvrking hydropbones is provided.

The hydrophone with the twin-cylinder stack acoustic element has
been shown to satisfy most nearly the guide specifications. A first step
in assembling the acoustic element is to bond the two cylinders together
endwise. Epon VI (Hysol Epoxy Products) is a suitable bonding agent and
is applied according to manufacturer's instructions. A small compressive
force is applied during the cure to maintain alignment and to insure a
uniform bond. The two cylinders should have opposite polarity to facili-
tate hook-up; that is, one cylinder should be polarized with the positive
electrode on the inner diameter and the other with positive on the outer
diameter.

Two possibilities exist for wiring the two cylinders together in
series. In either case the stack should be oriented with respect to the
preampl.fier so that the positiv. electrode of the cylinder nearest the
preamplifier is connected to the preamplifier input. This insures the
outputs from all hydrophones are in phase.

a. The two cylinders can be wired as illustrated in Fig. 6. The
outer-diameter electrode,; are either soldered together by a jump lead or
joined by a coat of conductive paint or epoxy which has a bulk resis-
tivity equal to or less than 0.001 0-cm. The positive inner electrode
is co:niected to the preamplifier signal input and the inner negative
electrode to the preamplifier ground. The two leads pass through a hole
in the eud cap that must be hermetically sealed with Epon VI. The ad-
vantage of this arrangement is that the cylinder outer dimension defines
the hydropbone outer diameter except for the protective over-all potting
compound. The &.sadvantage of this approach is the extra labor involved
with the end-cap electrical feedthrough.

b. The itiaer-diameter electrodes can be joined by solderinq a lead
between them or by painting a conducting path over the bond joint. A
lead then is connected between the preamplifier signal input and the
positiva outer-diameter electrode of the cylinder nearest the preampli-
fier and a second lead between the preamplifier ground and the negative
outer-diameter electrode of the other cylinder. The advantages of this

imethod are that no feedthxoughs are required in the end cap and the ele-
ment is easier to assemble. The disadvantage is that the leads must pass
between the cylinder and the maximum 2.54-cm dimension. Care must be
taken that the leads are not exposed through the potting compound to the
hydrostatic pressure and that they do not short circuit the outer elec-
trodes of the cylinders.

20
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After the stack is wired, the end caps are bonde-1 to the cylinders
with Epon V3. The connection-, between the twin stack and the preampli-
fier then can be completed. Next, the assembly is positioned in a mold
that describes the finished dimensions of the hydrophone and is encap-
sulated in a suitable compound like Eccobond 51 (Emerson & Cuming). The
potting forms the finished dimension of the hydrophone, seals the cable,
forms a waterproof barrier, and protects the preamplifier from the hydro-
static pressure.

Before the assembly is encapsulated, all surfaces of the cable, pre-
amplifier, and sensor element are cleaned of all flux and other contami-
nants.

The Eccobond 51 is mixed according to the manufacturer's recommen-
dations. The container used for mixing is free of any coatings or other
contaminants and is of sufficient size for degassing the mix. After the
compound is thoroughly mixed with a glass or metal rod, it is degassed.
The initial evacuation stage must be gradual to prevent the froth from
overflowing the container. Evacuation should continue until all major
bubbles stop forming and vacuum of about 0.3 Torr pressure is maintained
for app.oximately 5 minutes.

After initial evacuation of the mix, it is poured into the mold with
care taken to entrap as little air as possible. The potted assembly then
is evacu-ted for 5 to 10 minutes until the major bubbles have been
removed.

The vacuum system used to degas the encapsulant should have suffi-
cient capacity to pump down to 1 Torr within 3 minutes. Such a system is
necessary to insure that the finished assembly be free of any entrapped
gases or voids that could produce unwanted low-frequency resonances.

The preamplifier cirquit board and location of components are shown
in Fig. 10. Again, it should be commented that the preamplifier layout
is adequate but not necessarily optimum. Figure 11 is an illustration of
steps encountered in assembling the components into a working hydrophone.

Future Development

The part of the hydrophone that probably can undergo further develop-
ment is the preamplifier. Integrated circuits may be more feasible for
large quantities with the result of reductions in cost and size. This
possibility should be investigated before any large procurement proceeds.
It is conceivable that the preamplifier can be reduced to a size that can
be mounted on an end cap inside the ceramic cylinder stack. The total
hydrophone size then would be approximately 2.5 cm diameter by 2.5 cm
long after potting.

References

[i] MIL-STD-1376(SHIPS), "Piezoelectric Ceramic for Sonar Transducers,"
21 Dec 1970.

[2] R. W. Timme, "Low Electrical Field Characteristics of Piezoelectric

Ceramic Rings," NRL Report 7528, 5 Jan 1973 (AD-907 068L).
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(3] Type III cylinder quotation frOm Channel industries, santa Barbara,
California.

[4) Alumina and cap quotation from American Lava Corp., Chattanoog,
Tennessee.

[5) Lead metaniabate, disk quotation from Gulton Industries, Metuchen, New
.Jersey.

Figo 10. Preamplifier circuit board.
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Fig. 11. Assembly of hydrophone.
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Appendix A

Calculation of Sensitivity and Capacitance

Symbol Definition

M free-field voltage sensitivity

C capacitance

e open-circuit voltage

p incident sound pressure

9 33, g31 piezoelectric constants

C33 dielectric constant

t thickness between electroded surfaces

a inner radius

b outer radius

A cross-sectional area of electroded surface

k length of cylinder

N number of stripes

The free-field voltage sensitivity for a piezoelectric ceramic disk
or plate can be calculated from, an expression that is derived from the
equation of state relating the electric field generated across the
ceramic element to the inc dent stress and strain:

N e/p = (g33 + 2930)t. (A-1)

The capacitance can be obtained from the simple relation for the paral-
lel plate capacitor:

C = £33A/t. (A-2)

The expression for the free-field voltage sensitivity of a capped
cylindrical ceramic tube has been derived by Langevin [A-I]:

1- a/b 2 + a
M = b 933- + g31  - (A-3)--:1 + a/b 1 + ab

The capacitance is given by

2 rE332
C = -, (A-4)

ln (b/a)

24
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Langevin 's derivations were extended to striped tubes with circum-
ferential polarization. The sensitivity and capacitance are given by

N lb/) J.+ /

and"A

N633 X.
C = - ln(b/a). (A-6)

21r

The free-field voltage sensitivity of a ceramic sphere has been
derived byj Anan'eva [A-2]:

b q2 q-2 q2 +q+4

M 9~3 3 - 3 1 1 where q a/b. (A-7)

The capacitance of a sphere is given b,

4irc3 3ab
C ~(A-8) ,i

b-a

The piezoelectric constants 933 and 931 and the dielectric constant
£33 for the ceramic Types I, 11, 111, and lead metaniobate have the
nominal values given in Table A-I.

&Table A-I. Piezoelectric constants and dielectric con-
stant for several ceramic materials.

933  93 C33

Material (V-m 1lPa-l) (Vam 1lPa- 1) (F-mlxl0B8)

Type 1 0.026 -0.0110 1.1
Type 11 0.025 -0.0115 1.5
Type 111 0.022 -0.0090 0.9

Lead metaniobate 0.036 -0.00-45 0.2

References I
(A-i] R. A. Langevin, "The Electro-Acoustic Sensitivity of Cyliidrical

Ceramic Tubes," J. Acoust. Soc. Amer. 26, 421-427 (1954).

[A-2] A. A. Anaxi eva, Cermc~ Aouoani Deteotovo (Coasultants Bureau#,
New York, 1965), p. 46.
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Appendix B

Calculation of Stresses due to Hydrostatic Pressure

Symbol Definition

T r stress in radial direction of cylinder

T stress in circumferential direction of cylinder

TZ stress in axial direction of cylinder

Tit stress parallel to direction of polarization

Ti stress perpendicular to direction of polarization

P hydrostatic pressure

a inner radius of cylinder

b outer radius of cylinder

r distance from center of cylinder along radius

The stresses in a capped cylinder as derived by Langevin [B-13 are:

b 2 -a 2
b2

T = -P- (1 + a2/r 2 ); (3-2)
_ b2 - a2

b2Tz -P (1 2r3;(-)
b2 -a 2

TZ = P 2 (-3)
"-b2 - a2

The maximum stress that a capped cylinder can experience without
undergoing depolarization depends on the direction of poling. A radially
polarized cylinder experiences a radia stress Tr parallel to the direc-

tion of poling and combined stresses of T and TZ perpendicular to the

direction of poling. A striped cylinder is circumferentially polarized
and experiences a stress T parallel to the direction of poling and bom-

0
bined stresses Tr and TZ perpendicular to the direction of poling.

Unfortunately, little work has been done to determine the ompres-
sive stress limits for the different ceramic types and configurations.
Clevite [B-2] has determined for ceramic Types X and II the compressive
stress at which the dielectric and piezoelectric constants have clanged
several percent without recovery and this they have defined as the mAxi-
mum allowable stress for Type IIX or lead metaniobate; however, one can
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infer from the high electrical field characteristics that Type III and
lead metaniobate are successively more .esistant to depoling than Type
I [B-3].

The values given in Table B-I are the result of one-dimensional
stress measurements. Because the stresses encountered within the capped
cylinders are two-dimensional, the stresses parallel and perpendicular
to the poled direction should not be compared directly with those in
Table B-I. It is not well understoor how the individual components of
stress calculated from Eqs. (B-1,2,3) should be combined to represent
the resultant stress leading to depolarization. Empirical data strongly
suggest that ceramics are more resistant to depolarization by a two-
dimensional stress than by a one-dimensional one. Until more definitive
work is done, the only recourse at this point is to obtain a relative,
order-of-magnitude comparison of the Table B-I data with the calculated
values of Tr, T,, and TZ, assuming (incorrectly) that the stresses are

completely independent of each other. This is done in Table B-II.

The compressive stresses sustained by a solid disk can be obtained
from Eqs. (B-1,2,3) in the limit a = 0 and are just equal to the hydro-
static pressure P. The maximum compressive stress in this mode given by
Clevite [B-2] is 345 MPa (50,900 psi) for Typ& I and 138 MPa (20,000 psi)
for Type II ceramic. Again, data are not available for Type III and lead
metaniobate, but again it is expected that Type III is better than Type I
and lead metaniobate is better than Type III.

Table B-I. Maximum allowable stress for poled ceramics.

Lead
Stress Type I Type I Type III metaniobate

TV (max) 83 MPa 35 MPa >Type I >Type III
(12,000 psi) (5,000 psi)

T (max) 55 MPa 14 MPa >Type I >Type III
(8,000 psi) (2,000 psi)

References

[1-1J R. A. Laagevin, "The Electro-Acoustic Sensitivity of Cylindrical
Ceramic Tubas," J. Acoust. Soo. Amer. 26, 421-427 (1954)

[B-2] Cltvite Corp., Piezoelectric Div., "Piezoolectric Technology Data
for Designers" (Bedford, Ohio, 1965).

[B-3] Gulton Industries, Inc., "Glexuite Piezoceramics--Catalog H-700,"
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Table B-II. compressive stresses contributing to depolarization.

Common
multiplicative

Polarization Stress r = a r b factor

Radial 0 1 -a 2/b2

2. a 2/b2
Ii.TT 2 1+ a2b

T 1 1 1

Circumferential TU; To 2 1 + a2/b2  1 a2/b 2

Tj;T 0 1 -a 2 / 2̂

TZ  1
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Appendix C

Resonance Frequencies

SYmbol Definition
f resonance frequency
r

p density

s11 833 elastic moduli at constant electric field

k33 electromechanical coupling factor

a o Poisson's ratio at constant electric field

n disk radial mode Bessel function

t.£.D thickness, length, and mean diameter, respectively,
of element

The resonance frequencies are determined by the size and configura-
tion of the acoustic element. There are many possible modes of vibration,
but the ones of real concern here are the thickness mode of a disk, the
radial mode of a disk, the longitudinal mode of a cylinder#, and the
radial mode of a cylinder. In the simplest case, only one mode of vibra-
tion will be excited at a time. This occurs when the dimension deter-
mining the resonance is much different from other dimensions. Whenever
the simple expressions indicate that resonance frequencies in different
modes are similar or identical, there will be coupling of energy between
modes and the simple expressions will not give correct results. lowever,
the simplified equations will provide information as to whethor rosonance
is far above the intended range of operation.

Equations for the resonance frequency have been derived by Berlincourt
at at. (C-i] for the following cases of interest. The values obtained
will be for the fundamant l, or primary, resonanco.

Axial (thickness) aode

(l2)ps 3 l- j) ' CI

Radial mode
f (/vwD) (pal:1o I (a (1-d s  ... 1-2)

30 (ua/c)
Cylinder (radially plarized), radial oeda

f a(j,/ 1t (C-3)
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Cylinder (circumferentially polarized), radial mode

f - (l/lD)(P[33 (I - kb3) ]" (C-4)

Cylinder (independent of polarization), length mode

f (1/2t) (pse) "  (C-5)

The parameters for use in these equations are given in Table C-I.
Only Type III and lead metaniobate are considered because the other types
already have been shown to be inadequate for this application.

Table C-I. Selected parameters of
Type III and lead metaniobate.

aree Lead
Parameter Type III metaniobate

p (kg/ 13 ) 7500 500

i; ;slE1(m?-/N) 11.1910-12 25.0x10.12

ES33 (mZ/N) 12.2w10V12 21.3x10 " 1

k33  0.63 0.38

OE  0.37 0.27

2.08 2.03

7 Reference

CC-1] D. BelincOuXt, 0. Curtan, and H. J&ffe, *PiezoeleCtric and Piezo-
magnetic Kateriai, in X8oeia At kustis, Vol. X-A, W. P. Mason,
ed., (Academic Press# Now York* S64), pp. 221-231.
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Appendix D

Hydrophone Self Noise

The guide specifications require an acoustic noise at least 10 dB
below the light shipping sea state zero composite curve of Urick [D-l].
The sea state zero curve is shown on Fig. D-1. According to the "pink
noise tangent" principle [D-2], this composite curve can be represented
by the pink noise slope (-10 dB per decade) indicated on Fig. D-1. The
total noise pressure in the band between frequencies fl and f1 is given
by

P Po ln(f 2/fl), (M-1)

where P0 is the noise pressure at 1 Hz. For the frequency range from
10 Hz to 3 kHz, the noise pressure is

+90 dB re 1 V/uPa. (D-2)

The specification calls for an equivalent input noise pressure of 10 do
below sea state zero; hence, the noisu :mst be

p +00 dB re 1 uPa. (D-3)

If the hydrophone sensitivity is -149 d re I V/uPa, then the rms output
noise voltage must be

arew9A (-149 do ro I V/pPa + 80 dl to I upa)

-69 do re 1 V. (0-4)

For purposes of preplifioer design and testilq. it is convenient to plot
the total t-s output noise voltage as an output noise spoctrum on a log
voltage vs. log fraqueacy curve. This is done in Fig. D-2.

References

fo-tI A. J. twrick, Priniple of P~naztl tell Soud for ih~jinaero (MGraw-
i il, Now York, 1967), p. 168.

[D-2] L. Smith and D. It. Sheingold, "Noise and Operational Amplifie r
Circuits," Analog Dialogue 3, 1-15 (1969).
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voltage 53tectxal density for hydtophono.
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Appendix E

Null Balance Equivalent Calculations

Symbol Definition

.MA  free-field voltage sensitivity of hydrophone A

HS M free-field voltage sensitivity of hydxophone B

A null balance measurement (NBM) is made by determining the sum and
difference sensitivities of two hydrophones:

NM 20 log (E-l)

MA 4.

If the two hydrophones have exactly the same sensitivity, then there
-ill be an infinite null, but this oondition does riot noxrtally exist.
The null balance requirement can be expressed also as a loqarithmia
variation dS) or aa a percentage variation. For ample, lot N < 40 dB;

:. NA  4M

20 log < -40 d8 (M-2)

A

I - N ,,-N^

' " .l 4

- 0.9a - 21 variation

20 lo4 -q 20 log 0.9d 0.2-db variation (9-6)

A second euample can be sol.-ed in a similar mnaier,
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NBZ4< -30dB

-> 0.94 6% variation E7

MA

20 log -> 20 log 0.94 0.5-dB variation.(E8

M4A

b2
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Appendix P

Preamplifier [Design Calculatioins

1. Voltage generation and dissipation as a resu~lt of chaages in bgdru-
static pressure and temperature.

The hydrophone will be dropped into the water and deployed at some
depth Z. The hydrostatic pressure and temperature change will generate
a charge and voltage at the preamplifier input~. The effect of the tem-
perature change could add or subtract from the effect of thas pressure
change, dependin~g upon whether the temperature increased or decreatsed
And upon the elpaent confi'guration. Either condItion could be experi-
-encedt so the worst cae should be expected: that is, t iat the effects
*add.

D dgfdt, time rate of descent

B -=iP/dk,, rate of pressure change with depth

M de/dP piezoelectric sensitivity of acoustic element 'change
i voltage wit-i) pressure)

F dT/dt, time rate of temperature change

de/T, pyroelectric sensitivity of &cotustic element (qhaage.
in voltage with temperature.)

Then, the- rate of Voltage increase di_ e to charge generation by the piezo-
electri,: and pyroelectric effects will be

A Rde /dW4 + NF. ('l

The acoustic element and resistive shunt form a simple parallel RC cIr-
cuit Yelative to the preankplifier M. The voltage generated at the FET
will decrease with timc- as the charga leaks through the resistance to
-round.

de/dt = e/RC.- (P-2)

The voltage at any time t is given by the differential equation formed
by. combining Eqs. (F-1) and '(P-2):

do/dt =A -e/IC. (F-SI

a solution ifor Eq., (F-3) for any time &; ter the hydrophoiie touches
wter at 0 is

+ +ARC 1 axp (-t O/RC)I exp[(t - to/9C Ij10(t - to (F-4)
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where to is the time when the hydrophone reaches operating depth and
temperature and 8 (t,to) is a function such that its value is unity when
its argument is positive and zero when its argument is negative. It is
imperative that the generated voltage e not exceed some critical value
e' that would permanently damage the FET. Therefore, the first term of
Eq. (F-4) must satisfy the relation

ARC[l - exp(-t/RC)] < e'. (F-5)

The maximum value occurs when to >> RC.

Lim ARC 1 - exp(-t/RC)] ARC. (F-6)
t>t 0 >>RC

; .Thus,

ARC < e', {F-7)

which places the restriction upon the shunt resistance that

._ * < e /AC. (F-B)

There exists a range of voltage between a saturation or blocking
voltaqa eb and the critical voltage e' such that the FET is "blocked,"

or inoperative, but nat pemanently damaged. If ARC[I - exp(-tO/RC)] >
eb, then a period known as the "dead" time must pass before the hydro-

phone again is operational. The second term of Eq. (F-4) describes the
decay of the voltage aftr generation has ceased. Generally, if the con-
dition in Eq. (F-8) is:satisfied, the dead time will be minimal. For
this specific application, the following estimates have been made!

D =m/sec

B 0.01 MPa/m = 104 Pa/m

M -192 dB re I V/VPa 2.5xl0 V/Pa

F 500C/200 sec 0.251C/sec

N 72 V/C for a 3.2-mm-thick.wali Type III cylinder.

From Eq. (F-1),

A =MBD + NF

(2.5 + 18) V/sec

20.5 V/sec

e' u 50 V (for a Siliconex 2N36871.

Therefore, from Eq. (P-8), A
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RC < 2.44 sec. (F-9)

The values of B, D, N, and F are based on estimates of conditions
possibly encountered, so it is appropriate that a safety factor be
included to further limit the value of RC:

RC < 0.6 sec. (F-10)

Maximum values of the bleed resistor at the preamplifiei input now
can be calculated:

R < 6.7x10 9 9 for a lead metaniobate disk;

< 1.6xl09 2 for three Type III cyl2nders in series;

< l.1xl09 9 for two Type III cylinders in series. (F-lI)

2. Sensitivity roll-off at low frequencies

The impedance of the acoustic element is an inverse function of fre-
quency and must be much less than the bleed resistor to avoid an unac-
ceptable low-frequency roll-off (LFRO). The loss in sensitivity is
given by

LFRO = -20 log (1 + I/wRC). (F-12)

If an arbitrary limit of 0.5 dB at 10 Hz on sensitivity loss is
chosen, then the minimum values of the shunt resistance are established:

R > 3.0x109 S for a lead netaniobate disk;

R > 073xl09 Q for three Type III cylinders in series;

R > 0.49x10 9 R for two Type III cylinders in series. (F-13)

3. Self noise at the input s-;age

Thexmal noise from the shunt resistor is a function of frequency as
given by Eq. (F-14) because it is in parallel with the capacitive acous-
tic element:

e (2kT/rC) (tan-1 2RC - tan-l1wRC) , (F-14)zns

where e is the rms thermal noise voltage in a bandwidth defined by
rms

angular frequencies w, and w2; C is the capacitance of the acoustic ele-
ment, R is shurt resistance; k - 1.37x10" 2 3J/K Js Boltzmann's constant;
and T is temperature in kelvin. The thermal noise is plotted ao a func-
tion of frequency in Fig. F-i for the values of R and C for the lead
metaniobate and Type III 'ceramic elements:
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Lead metaniobate: R - 5000 M
C - 90 pF

Type III cylinders: R 900 MO
C = 550 pF (two in series)
C 367 pF (three ia series)

To obtain a value for the acceptable FET self noise, the resistor therm-l
noise and preamplifier gain can be subtracted from the guide specifica-
tion in Fig. D-2. The results are the three curves in Fig. F-2. There
is a separate curve for each of the different acoustic elements because
of the different capacitances, bleed resistors, and gains. The cross-
hatched region in Fig. F-2 is a composite self noise curve representing
actual measured values for five Siliconex 2N3687 FET's. Other FET's that
have a self noise as good or better and a comparable cost include the
Siliconex 2N3460 and 2N4338.

-1303

-140
6000 No. 90 pF

900 W6, 367 pF

i -150

900 "1. 550 pF

-160

-170

10 100 1000 4000
Frequency (Hz)

Fig. F-i. Thermal noise at preamplifier input
from theoretical calculation.
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-14 
Lad itniobste e i o

level fo- a Silconex 2131687. ' . .

10 1001004 0
Frequency (Hz)

Fig. F-2. maximum acceptable FET self noise for
various acoustic elements.
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